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the sharpening on the weapons, as shown in the video, is noticeably better than in the original game. crysis remastered also supports the cryengines online multiplayer component, allowing players to play
against and compete with friends. the ghosts are an army of nano-sized, genetically-engineered beings that have taken over the city by placing them inside the new york subway systems. they operate from

within the tunnels, and can multiply at an incredible rate. the story of the original crysis is a follow up to the events in the original game, with the events of crysis being based on the false statements that were
made in the original, and the reality now being explained in detail. crysis remastered is a remastered version of a game released in 2007. the game was initially released on pc and xbox 360 and later ported to

ps3. the title is available on most of the major digital distribution stores and its pc digital version was released for free in 2014. if you want to play this game for free, you will need to register on the site and
download one of the free demos that we have listed on our page. the full game is expected to be released later this year and will cost around $50. the ceph are a human/alien hybrid species known for their

intelligence. in crysis 2, they use their superior intelligence and technology to exterminate the alien race and their human creators. the aliens have two main types, the ceph and the c.e.l. crysis 2 features the
addition of the nanosuit 2, an upgraded version of the original nanosuit. the largest change is that there are 2 main modes rather than 4. each of the two main modes can be modified with modules. strength

and speed are still usable modes, but they can't be accessed with a radial menu. they are integrated into normal functions of the suit. when the player sprints, the speed mode activates, accompanied the
sound when it activates in the prequel. when the player holds down the jump button, the strength jump will be activated and the player jumps higher.
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at the time of the leak, crytek had already started
work on the next title of the crysis franchise, code-

named "project denver" and scheduled to be
released in 2012. according to the leaked beta, the
game's singleplayer campaign will be split between

two maps, the manhattan map and the presidio
map. the game developers stated that there is more

verticality to crysis 2 because of the skyscrapers
throughout new york. this verticality can also be

reached by some free movement abilities like
climbing up ledgesthe playercan't reach or sliding
over the ground. the game has a tighter storyline,

but still retains the sandbox-like nature
encompassing a variety of gameplay styles. the

nano edition of crysis 2, which was only available
through pre-order, includes the limited edition copy

of the game in a steelbook case, an 11 statue of
alcatraz posed on top of a new york city taxi, an art
book, and a nanosuit backpack modeled after the in-

game super suit. the nanosuit backpack is large
enough to accommodate a 17 laptop. as of

september 26, 2010, the nano edition was made
available for pre-order on the ea website for a

$149.95 price tag but was sold out before march
2011. after the game's launch, those who pre-
ordered the nano edition had their shipment
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delayed. ea gave the affected customers a 75% off
coupon as compensation. use this link to go to the

game login page. below is a list of free keys to
crysis. these daily deals will be available for 24

hours only. if you want even 80% off for every game
go to our site for a voucher code. if listed keys are

not working, you can always buy this item currently
our price is only $6.49 per item, just click here.
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